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A MESSAGE
THAT REALLY
REGISTERED
Supermarket giant Tesco used data and
direct mail to reach high-value customers
and win them back into stores.

U

sing data from Tesco’s Clubcard loyalty
program, the UK supermarket chain
identified an opportunity to win back a
group of historically high-value shoppers
who had gradually reduced their in-store
purchases until they’d eventually stopped
shopping. The information included the name,
address and store of 9,000 lapsed customers.
To reengage this group, Tesco mailed a
personal message on a receipt from each
shopper’s local checkout register, which was
referred to as “Till No. 4.” The receipt
contained a miss-you message and included
a discount coupon the lapsed shoppers
could redeem in store at Till No. 4. On
arrival at the checkout with their purchases
and coupon, the register recognized the
customer and the in-store receipt greeted
them with a new message, ‘‘Hurrah! You’re
back! We missed you.” On the spot, the
shopper then received another coupon to
encourage a cycle of repeat visits.
The Tesco Clubcard is a classic example of
data-driven direct mail. Using customer
data to create two-way value enabled
mass personalization that avoided generic
stereotyping. Tesco engaged its customers
with precision and relevance – making
them feel understood and valued.
This was a retention campaign that really
registered. Based on the success of the
localized test, Tesco rolled out the campaign
nationally. Overall, there was a 56 per cent
redemption rate across the two offers
[C$10 and $20 off], generating a C$228,000
equivalent uplift in sales in the first 12
weeks of the campaign alone. Thank you
for shopping!
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